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Cloud Computing Is Everywhere
Global spending on public 
cloud services estimated to 
reach $110.3Bil this year

Does it affect engineering 
software and in what way?



What Is The Fundamental 
Nature of Cloud Computing?

Traditional
Computing

Forecast infrastructure needs

Purchase infrastructure hardware

Own and maintain infrastructure

Cloud 
Computing

Infrastructure is rented

Resources are dynamically (de)allocated

Applications are deployed in virtual machines



Elasticity of Cloud Computing

Cloud infrastructure re-allocate resources on 
demand and are considered elastic
• Scale out and up – adding resources to VMs as demand 

increases
• Scale in and down – releasing resources to VMs as 

demand decreases

Highly elastic clouds can re-provision resources 
rapidly and automatically in response to demand
• Stakeholders pay only for using, rather than for owning and 

employing the hardware/software infrastructures and 
technical staff that support their applications



The Dream of Elastic Cloud

I wish to significantly 
reduce the costs by 
renting rather than 
owning elastic cloud 

execution  
infrastructure!



What Google Offers



What Amazon AWS Offers

http://aws.amazon.com/autoscaling/

Auto Scaling enables you to closely follow the demand 
curve for your applications, reducing the need to provision 
Amazon EC2 capacity in advance. For example, you can 

set a condition to add new Amazon EC2 instances in 
increments of 3 instances to the Auto Scaling Group 

when the average CPU utilization of your Amazon EC2 fleet 
goes above 70 percent; and similarly, you can set a condition 

to remove Amazon EC2 instances in the same increments 
when CPU Utilization falls below 10 percent. Often, you may 

want more time to allow your fleet to stabilize before 
Auto Scaling adds or removes more Amazon EC2 instances. 

You can configure a cool-down period for your Auto Scaling Group, 
which tells Auto Scaling to wait for some time after taking an action 

before it evaluates the conditions again. Auto Scaling enables you to run 
your Amazon EC2 fleet at optimal utilization.



Google And Other Cloud 
Providers Offer Heuristics



Cost-Utilization Curve
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The Problem
Application’s 

behavior is difficult 
to predict

Cloud does not (de)allocate 
resources effectively

Increased cost 
of the application 

deployment Decreased 
performance of 
the application

60% or companies were 
not satisfied with 

performance and 46% 
cited deployment cost



Balancing Cost And 
Performance

Resources cost money, per usage

Precise cloud elasticity is an answer to the 
problem of providing sufficient resources to 
software applications while minimizing the cost 
of deployment



Connect Cloud Deployment 
With Performance Testing

Cloud 
Deployment

Performance 
Testing

Provisioning 
Strategies



Key Insights
Key software and data artifacts are generated during different 
stages of the software engineering lifecycle could be, but are not 
currently being, used by the cloud infrastructures to improve 
predictive provisioning of resources.

Applications running in the cloud do not provide important feedback 
to stakeholders about any performance problems their applications 
may have and that might ultimately require more resources and, 
thus, increase operational costs.

There is no two-way flow of information 
between software development and 
cloud deployment of these applications.



Model of Cloud Computing
VM1

VM2

VM3

VM4

VM5
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Finding Rules That Describe 
Performance Problems

A goal is to find situations when
applications unexpectedly exhibit
worsened characteristics for certain
combinations of input values.



Performance Rules
Descriptive rules for selecting test input 
data play a significant role in software 
testing, where these rules approximate 
the functionality of the application.
• Example rule: some customers will pose a high 

insurance risk if these customers have one or 
more prior insurance fraud convictions and 
deadbolt locks are not installed on their 
premises.

Bottleneck



Provisioning Strategies



Provisioning Strategies



Putting Rules And Strategies 
Together For Cloud Computing

Learn
Performance

Rules

Synthesize
Provisioning
Strategies

Use 
Provisioning 
Strategies



Learn
Performance

Rules

Synthesize
Provisioning
Strategies

Use 
Provisioning 
Strategies

Provisioning Resources with 
performancE Software Test 
automatiOn (PRESTO)



Performance Rules Are 
Behavioral Models

Behavioral model  is a collection of workload profiles, 
constraints, performance counters, and various relations 
among components of the application.

Performance rules are examples of applications behavioral 
models.

Our goal is to obtain and use these models to synthesize 
provisioning strategies



Performance Testing Is Laborious 
and Difficult And
It Is Not Designed For The Cloud



A Computing Primitive in 
PRESTO - FOREPOST

Feedback-ORiEnted PerfOrmance
Software Testing (FOREPOST) finds 
performance problems automatically by 
learning and using rules that describe classes 
of input data that lead to intensive 
computations.
• FOREPOST is an adaptive, feedback-directed learning 

testing system that learns rules from execution traces and 
uses these learned rules to select test input data 
automatically to find more performance problems in 
applications when compared to exploratory random 
performance testing.



Compute a Function That 
Represents the Application

f: Input -> Performance

FOREPOST

CLOUD



Constructing Data For a Learner 
and Learning Rules

Input_1_Name Input_2_Name … Input_k_Name Class
Value_p Value_q … Value_m Good
Value_p Value_q … Value_m Bad
… … … … …
Value_p Value_q … Value_m Good



PRESTO Architecture

I1 I2 … In C

M 20 … U B

F 50 … W G

I2

In I1

B G…
…

>20 <20

U F

I1
I2
…
In

I2 > 20⋀I2 =‘U’→B
I2 ≤ 20⋀I1 =‘F’→G

Test 
Script

Trace1: m2, m5, m7, …, mk
Trace2: m18, m2, m9, …, mp
Traces: m9, m2, m239, …, mr

Trace 
Analyzer

Cloud Auto-Perturbation
Elastic Modeler

P1
P2

Provisioning strategies
P1 => double RAM
P2 => triple CPU count



Research Questions
How effective is PRESTO in 
maintaining the throughput of 
the applications in the cloud?

How fast and efficient is 
PRESTO in learning 
provisioning strategies?



Experimenting With CPU 
Bottlenecks Using CloudStack



Conclusions
This proposed research program is novel, as to the 
best of our knowledge, there exists no work that 
utilizes automatic feedback-directed adaptive test 
scripts to find improve cloud elasticity.

The results of this work show that the proposed 
approach can effectively locate performance 
problems and guide stakeholders to improve the 
quality of software that is deployed in the cloud.
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